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How To Cope With Stress At WorkThe Practical Guide To Stress ManagementThe challenges
and pressures of our demanding working lives can cause damaging levels of stress. This
practical guide to managing stress at work shows you how to cope effectively with pressure and
maintain a focused and energetic approach to your job.The book, by stress management expert
and author Mary Hartley, is packed with information, examples and activities to help you deal
with pressure and stressful situations. It shows you how to manage a range of work-related
situations and how to develop skills and strategies.You can use a range of techniques for
behaving confidently in stressful situations and for creating a stress-proof and balanced
lifestyle.Mary Hartley is a writer, presenter and personal development coach specialising in
people skills and communication. She has had many books published, including The Smart
Girl's Guide to Getting What You Want, How To Listen, The Good Stress Guide, How To Cope
With Anger At Work, The Assertiveness Handbook and The Busy Woman's Handbook.She runs
workshops and gives talks on subjects covering assertiveness, body language, impression
management, communicating with impact, dealing with difficult people, stress management and
preparing for career change.
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About the authorMary Hartley is a writer, presenter and personal development coach
specialising in people skills and communication.She is a qualified trainer with a wide range of
experience and expertise in leading workshops and training courses covering all aspects of
personal development.She has published many books on subjects covering stress
management, assertiveness, managing anger and listening skills.Mary has been quoted in
leading newspapers and magazines and has appeared as a guest on national and local radio
stations.Mary Hartley’s books offer practical, realistic advice and include self-assessment,
exercises and practical tips to increase confidence and self-esteem. They focus on ways of
developing a positive style of behaviour based on self-respect and respecting others.Her books
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Chapter 1What is stress?The stress responseOne of the reason that human beings have
survived so long is that we have a super-efficient system designed to help us to deal with
threats.We have a response known as fight or flight, a term which refers to the automatic
changes that are triggered in our body when we are faced with a life or death situation.What we
need is a surge of strength to enable us to cope with the challenge, which in primitive times we
would have done by fighting the enemy or running for our life.This strength is supplied by the
muscles and organs of the body, which suspend and divert their normal functions to support the
action which is needed.How it worksThere are two branches of our central nervous system, the
sympathetic and the parasympathetic. When the brain perceives a threat, the sympathetic side
is activated and a series of changes takes place very rapidly.Change:Heart rate
increases.Reason for change:To pump blood rapidly to muscles and lungs to enable them to
work more effectively.Change:Breathing increasesReason for change:To increase oxygen
supply.Change:Adrenaline and noradrenaline releasedReason for change:To stimulate reflexes
and metabolismChange:Thyroid hormones releasedReason for change:To speed up
metabolismChange:Liver releases sugar and fatsReason for change:To boost
energyChange:Digestion shuts downReason for change:To divert blood to lungs and
musclesChange:Increase in sweatingReason for change:To help you lose the heat that has
been generatedChange:Pupils of eyes enlargeReason for change:To enable you to see any
source of dangerOnce action has been taken, our bodies calm down and normal functions are
resumed. The heart stops beating so quickly, the stress hormones are neutralised and the



digestive system can function again.The parasympathetic branch of our nervous system, which
can induce feelings of peace and relaxation, comes into play.Why is there a problem?The
problem is that our bodies are programmed to respond to physical threats with rapid physical
action. In today’s workplace, our challenges are not likely to be physical.We are put under
pressure by the psychological, mental and emotional demands of dealing with workloads,
interacting with a range of people, balancing conflicting needs, coping with difficult working
conditions and the whole range of problems we face every day.We meet these pressures with an
automatic response that was helpful in a previous era but is not appropriate now. The bodily
changes which were designed as a short-term aid to survival become harmful if they are
experienced too often and for too long.As the following examples illustrate, being in a
heightened state over and over again with no corresponding release and return to normality can
lead to stress-related illnesses.Scene: One thing after anotherLara is late for her appointment.
On the final stretch of motorway before her destination, traffic is reduced to a single lane of
crawling vehicles.Seething with impatience, drumming her fingers on the steering wheel, she
calculates to what extent this delay will throw out her remaining schedule.She tries to phone
through to her next appointment but to her frustration she cannot not get a signal on her
phone.The meeting is tricky. The client asks a number of questions to which Lara cannot give
satisfactory replies because there has not been enough time for her to process the figures as
every time she had started to do so, someone had interrupted her.As the meeting progresses,
she can feel her stomach churning and her heart beating rapidly. All her muscles are tense as
she rushes to her following appointmentAt the end of the day, Lara has a headache and is tense
and edgy. She finds it hard to get to sleep that night, as is the case most nights.Lara’s
experience illustrates what happens when the stress response is on constant alert. The body’s
response to stress enables us to deal with demands and challenges and was developed to help
us to survive.Our system gears up to meet the challenge, then calms down when the crisis has
passed. The trouble is that in today’s pressurised environment, as soon as we have encountered
one stressful incident, another occurs, then another.Your body does not get a chance to return to
normal because its natural hormonal and chemical responses are constantly revved up. Lara is
faced with a variety of pressures, traffic delays, interruptions to work, technological failure,
difficult professional encounters, and remains in a state of high nervous arousal.Her system
never reverts to a state of calm. Even worse, her system begins to adapt to this state of being so
she thinks severe headaches are a normal and unavoidable part of life.Scene: An aggressive
pupilSean can tell that Bradley was in an angry and restless mood. He has been needling other
pupils before the lesson began and has continued to make threatening glances at those around
him.When Sean asks the class to produce their homework for collection, Bradley says he does
not have the work. When Sean asks for the reason, Bradley gets to his feet and shouts at Sean
that he is sick of being picked on.Stuart feels a surge of adrenaline rush through his body. His
blood races to his limbs and his mouth goes dry. He is trembling and ready for action but he
cannot take the physical action for which his body has prepared him.His body is telling him to



behave in a certain way but he knows that he must override his body’s messages. There is no
outlet for this pent-up energy. Sometimes Sean is in this situation several times during the
course of a day. His health is being damaged by the constant chemical and hormonal assault on
his nervous system.As the term goes on, Sean begins to suffer from stomach pains and finds it
hard to concentrate.Sean’s experience demonstrates what can happen when the responses for
which we are programmed cannot be followed through.When we encounter one of our stressors,
our physiological system springs into action, giving us the energy either to fight what we
perceive as the enemy or to run for our life.Our bodies are teeming with biochemicals urging us
to take rapid physical action, but the trouble is we cannot physically attack a boss, colleague,
customer or pupil, nor is running out of the office or workplace a viable option.The stress
response remains, with no outlet, and the resulting build-up can lead to a range of illnesses.The
effects of stress in the workplaceThe cost of illness: sickness and absenceStress itself is not an
illness but a range of illnesses and ailments are thought to be caused by stress and there are
many conditions that are made worse by stress.Some disorders are rooted directly in the stress
response, in that there is a direct link between the physiological changes in our bodies that are
designed to help us to deal with danger and the development of particular illnesses and
diseases.Each change has a particular role in giving us a short-term surge of energy to cope
with the emergency. Once the emergency has passed, our bodies are supposed to revert to their
previous state. However, if we do not calm down, the changes can go on for a longer time than is
healthy.If stress responses are too prolonged or frequent, the bodily changes they bring about
can become harmful. Here are some examples:Type of stress response activityIncreased heart
rate.Possible illness if prolongedHeart disease, hypertension, strokes, kidney damage, blood
sugar disturbances, chest pain.Type of stress response activityRelease of thyroid
hormones.Possible illness if prolongedExhaustion, weight loss, physical collapse.Type of stress
response activityRelease of cholesterol.Possible illness if prolongedRisk of hardening of
arteries, leading to heart attacks and strokes.Type of stress response activityTensed
muscles.Possible illness if prolongedAches, pains, postural and back problems, headaches,
migraine.Type of stress response activityClosedown of digestive system.Possible illness if
prolongedUlcers, stomach upsets, Irritable Bowel Syndrome.Other ailments which are
recognised as having a stress background include allergies such as hay fever, rheumatoid
arthritis and skin disorders such as eczema and acne.You may have noticed that when you are
experiencing a stressful period you tend to pick up coughs and colds very easily, and seem to be
a target for any bug or virus that is going round.One of the reasons for this is the constant
presence of adrenaline and cortisone in the body, which weakens the immune system and lower
our resistance to infection and illness. The suppression of the immune system has also been
linked with certain types of cancer.Mental or emotional disturbances can also be the result of
stress. Stress can cause depression and mental breakdown and is often a factor in alcoholism
and alcohol-related illnesses.In economic terms, there is a price to pay for illnesses brought
about by stress. The Health and Safety Executive calculates about 500,000 workers in the UK



experience illness caused by work-related stress and 6.5 million working days are lost each
year.Legal costs of stressNow that stress-induced illness is on an equal footing with other work-
related illnesses or injuries, your company or organisation may become involved in expensive
lawsuits.Organisations are seen to be responsible for the physical and mental well-being of their
staff and it is a legal obligation to take reasonable care that employees are not put at risk through
stress. Firms can face claims of unfair dismissal or personal injury or of having discriminated
against someone with a disability.The cost of staff turnoverWhen people suffer unwelcome and
harmful pressure at work, they often choose to leave and find another job. Finding a replacement
can be a costly and lengthy process.Mistakes and accidentsWhen we are under stress we are
much more likely to make mistakes or to be careless. You might have noticed that during
stressful periods you far more accident-prone than usual.You are tired, preoccupied, worried,
distracted, overwhelmed, or experiencing any of a number of conditions which mean that your
focus and concentration may be affected.How stress affects the way you workStress affects all
areas of your human function. It affects the way you behave, the way you think and the way you
feel, as well as causing the physical ailments we have described. It is hardly surprising that
stress affects your capability to do your job.Stress and your thinking processesScene: Tracey
loses the plotTracey has recently started her own business designing and making wedding
dresses.She is putting in hours and hours of work trying to build up their customer base and
meet existing orders. Her client is describing the bridesmaid dresses that she wants.“But
perhaps a softer colour would be better. What do you think?”“What? Oh, sorry, I....” Tracey is
miles away. She just cannot concentrate on what the customer is saying. She pulls herself
together and manages to cover up her lack of attention but then later in the meeting she finds it
hard to decide between the different design options that the client is considering.Feeling the
need to make a decision, she chooses a design that is not appropriate for the fabric.After the
meeting, Tracey is near to tears. She feels she is not doing a good job and begins to wonder if
she should have started this business. Creativity is essential to her work and she feels her ability
to be innovative and come up with ideas is not as good as it used to be.Tracey is showing
symptoms of stress. When we suffer from too much pressure, our ability to think and to make
decisions is impaired.We try to process information very quickly to keep up with demands, and
cannot think effectively about complex issues. Our attention and our focus goes, and we can get
things out of proportion.Stress and your mental abilitiesOn a sheet of paper, write down any of
the following signs that you have noticed in yourself:poor decision-makinginability to
concentratedifficulty with thinking clearlyloss of creativitymemory getting worseless able to plan
your workless able to prioritiseless in control of your workThink of your own examples.Stress and
your emotional stateScene: Julian feels that he cannot copeJulian deals face to face with
customer enquiries and complaints. He is under pressure to deal with an increased quota of
cases and he has also experienced a number of unpleasant and abusive customers. Julian feels
he cannot cope with what is required of him and often feels anxious and upset.Stress
unbalances our emotional equilibrium. It can bring about unwelcome changes in our feelings,



causing us to experience emotional states which interfere with our sense of wellbeing and our
ability to work effectively.Stress and your emotionsOn a sheet of paper, write down any of the
following signs you have noticed in yourself:feeling upset and tearfulmood swingsfeeling
demotivatedfeeling that you are a failurefeeling unable to copefeeling powerlessbeing
irritablefeeling panickyfeeling apatheticwithdrawing into yourselflack of enjoymentThink of your
examples.Stress and your behaviourScene: Ted’s hyped-up behaviourTed is in overdrive. He
tears around the building at top speed and everyone notices he speaks much more quickly than
usual. He jumps and appears startled when someone speaks to him unexpectedly.Ted is busy
all the time but he puts his energy into low-priority or distracting tasks and makes decisions too
quickly.After work, Ted tried to wind down with a few drinks. It seems to take an increasing
amount of alcohol to help him to relax.Our behaviour changes at the beginning of a period of
stress arousal. Like Ted, we may experience a sense of urgency as stress response spurs us
into heightened activity.As a result of the exhaustion which eventually sets in, we may show
decreased activity, slumping into lethargy and lack of interest.How behaviour reveals stressOn a
sheet of paper, write down any of the following signs you have noticed in yourself:rapid
movementstalking too loudly or too softlycraving for foodlack of appetiteincreased use of
prescription or other drugsdisturbance in sleep patternsengaging in pointless activitiesunable to
get going with tasksThink of your examples.Stress and your bodyScene: Lara’s migrainesYou
may remember Lara from earlier in this book. She finds her tension headaches develop into
migraines which are hard to shake off.Her face and scalp muscles are constantly tight and the
overworked vessels supplying blood to her brain go into spasms. Her migraines are more and
more easily triggered.“She’s got another migraine,” people at work say when Lara is off sick or is
unable to work effectively. However, migraine is the symptom, not the disease. The disease, or
what is really wrong with her, is stress.The physical signs of stressWrite down on a sheet of
paper any of the following signs you have you have noticed in yourself:back, shoulder, neck
achesheart palpitationschest painheadachesstomach crampsskin rashesbowel or urinary
problemsfaintingbreathlessnessThink of your examples.The hidden costs of stress in the
workplaceStress-related illnesses are the biggest cause of absence from work and, as we have
seen, the cost can be assessed in terms of sick leave, lost working days and impaired
production.However, it is possible that Julian, Ted and Lara (and possibly yourself) struggle on
at work most of the time, feeling not quite on top of things and trying to ignore or hide the
symptoms of stress.Sooner or later, however, factors such as poor judgement and decision-
making will take their toll. This may be measurable in terms of lost or decreased business but
what is less hard to measure is the cost to you and to the people with whom you work.Personal
cost of stress at workDifficult relationships can cause stress at work and people who are under
stress can find it difficult to communicate and deal effectively with their co-workers, which leads
to more stress, and so the cycle continues.Personality clashes and unwelcome feelings and
emotions damage healthy relationships and everyone’s work and personal wellbeing suffers.
Goodwill is eroded and motivation lessens.Stress and the individualWe all respond to pressure



in our own way. A number of factors, such as our individual genes, our emotional history, our life
experiences, patterns of behaviour and patterns of thinking that we have inherited or developed
all affect the way we react.It is important to recognise and accept that your response may not be
the same as someone else’s. Your stressful event or situation may be someone else’s
stimulating challenge, you may experience headaches as a result of too much pressure,
whereas your colleague may have digestive problems.Learn to recognise your own signs of
stress as soon as they appear. Look back at the symptoms you marked in the checklists and
become aware of when and how your body and your mind start to tell you the balance is tipping.
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Mike Kempton Stresswise-4-Life Coaching, “good book & service at a fantastic price. V.good
book & service at a fantastic price!  very happy all-round”

The book by Mary Hartley has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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